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Getting through 2020, with all its uncertainties, impelled us to reinvent ourselves every day. We reach this moment with satisfaction for seeing CEBRI gain a new dimension, expanding its reach and recognition and further fulfilling its mission as a think tank.

We held 135 events with a total audience of 150,000 people. In this document, you will find the links to the recording of all of this year’s events. Among the many themes on our agenda, in 2020 we dedicated special attention to discussing and reflecting upon geopolitics and foreign policy.

In addition to the discussion panels, we launched 46 publications, which are also available in the following pages.

Throughout the year, we restructured some of our thematic programs, totaling twelve fronts of work. In 2021, we will launch position papers with CEBRI’s recommendations on the respective areas.

We would like to thank our team for the unity and strength that were so important this year, and our trustees and fellows for their constant presence and support. We thank our countless Brazilian and international partners, and, finally, we would like to highlight the fundamental support from our members, who continue to be with us, recognizing CEBRI’s value for Brazil.

Warm regards,
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2020 Highlights
**01**

**Expanded reach in 2020**

We reached 150,000 people with our 135 events this year, which brought together national and international experts and personalities, such as Amin Maalouf, Jeffrey Sachs, Joseph Nye, Ian Bremmer, Mario Vargas Llosa, Martin Wolf and Yanis Varoufakis.

**150,000 PEOPLE REACHED**

---

**02**

**Multilateralism in focus**

The reorientation of multilateralism and the challenges imposed by the global crisis were the central themes discussed within the partnership between CEBRI and the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) in 2020. The initiative resulted in seven discussion panels and seventeen publications, and connected approximately 7,000 people from thirty countries.

---

**03**

**Partnership with the Council on Foreign Relations on strategic issues**

The Belt and Road Initiative was the focus of a two-day online workshop held by CEBRI and the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) in the United States. Experts discussed topics such as development finance, digital governance, and media and civil society in the context of China-Latin America relations.
The Biden Administration: what changes for Brazil?

In this series of online meetings, CEBRI brought together intellectuals, members of the diplomatic corps, and market experts to discuss the prospects for Brazil in the context of the new US administration. The first meeting, with Ambassadors Sergio Amaral and Rubens Ricupero, was one of CEBRI’s most-viewed events of the year.

XVII Forte de Copacabana Conference reaches 45 thousand people

The main event on international defense and security in Latin America was held fully online for the first time. The conference was broadcast in three languages to more than 45 countries. It had 4,000 participants and reached 45,000 people via social networks.

The Brazil-Argentina Dialogues marked a new phase for CEBRI’s South America Program

Experts from both countries analyzed the Brazil-Argentina relationship from a regional and global perspective, in five online meetings. Among the topics covered were bilateral political and economic relations; cooperation in the commercial and nuclear fields; energy and sustainability; and defense and security.
The restructuring of some of CEBRI’s programs marked the 2nd half of the year

In 2020, CEBRI’s South America, United States, and Europe Programs gained new leadership and launched new work plans for 2021. These Programs, along with the Asia Program, are part of CEBRI’s regional agenda and are dedicated to a purposeful discussion and analysis regarding Brazil’s relations with its main partners in the world.

Wider and stronger network

For the second consecutive year, we increased the number of members. Our network has been strengthened and currently comprises 108 members representing diverse segments, including companies, consulates and embassies, as well as individual members.
Diversified content production

Considering collections of articles, policy papers, reports, among others, in 2020 CEBRI produced 46 publications about Brazil’s challenges and global trends such as the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic; the future of energy; the economics of innovation and the technological revolution; the crisis of multilateralism; and the reorganization of global geopolitics.

Vice President Hamilton Mourão received proposals from CEBRI

As part of the series of closed meetings that CEBRI organized, the meeting with the Vice President of Brazil had the participation of some of CEBRI’s trustees and members, and presented proposals for a positive Brazil-China agenda, as well as for the strengthening of the National Council of the Amazon (Conselho Nacional da Amazônia), in view of the country’s environmental, energy and agricultural potential.
# CEBRI in Numbers 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td>+500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followers</td>
<td>+50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

@CEBRIONLINE
Programs
The South America Program's main objective is to offer new perspectives on the continent and the relations between Brazil and its neighbors, promoting a systematic reflection on regional development and its connection with the world. Some of the topics addressed are the region’s insertion in the global production chains, energy matrixes, bioeconomics, security, and the preservation of the Amazon rainforest.
**Roundtable “Perspectives for the Brazil-Argentina relationship: trade, Mercosur and the Agreement with the European Union”**
With Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews), Raul Ochoa (CARI), Lucía Maduro (FIRJAN), José Siaba Serrate (Universidad del CEMA / Universidad de Buenos Aires), Nurberto Pontiroli (CARI), Denise Gregory (CEBRI) and Juan Battaleme (CARI)

**China and South America: interests, tensions and opportunities**
With Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Dawisson Belém Lopes (UFMG), Lin Hua (CASS), Esteban Actis (UNR-Argentina), Ambassador Marcos Caramuru (CEBRI) and Ambassador Diego Guelar (Argentina)
*Spanish only*

**Brazil: back to South America**
Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Feliciano Guimarães (USP), Dawisson Belém Lopes (UFMG), Fernanda Cimini (UFMG), Guilherme Casarões (FGV EAESP), Celso Lafer (CEBRI) and José Pio Borges (CEBRI)
*Portuguese only*

**BRAZIL-ARGENTINA DIALOGUE**
Defense and security in South America: a Brazilian and Argentine vision
With André Clark (CEBRI and Siemens Energy), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Alexandre Fuccille (UNESP and ABCP), Raul Jungmann (Former Minister of Defense of Brazil), Sérgio Etchegoyen (Former Chief Minister of the Institutional Security Office of the Presidency of the Republic of Brazil), Horacio Jaunarena (Former Minister of Defense of Argentina) and Fabian Calle (Berensztein)
Partnership: Berensztein
*Portuguese and Spanish*

**BRAZIL-ARGENTINA DIALOGUE**
Brazil-Argentina Political and Economic Relations
With José Pio Borges (CEBRI), Celso Lafer (CEBRI), Ambassador Daniel Scioli (Embassy of Argentina in Brazil), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Aloysio Nunes Ferreira (Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Brazil), Ambassador Jorge Faurie (Former Minister of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Argentina), Sergio Berenzstein (Berensztein), Martín Redrado (Fundación Capital) and Guilherme Casarões (CEBRI and FGV)
Partnership: Berensztein
*Portuguese and Spanish*
**BRAZIL-ARGENTINA DIALOGUE**

### Brazil-Argentina business cooperation
With José Alfredo Graça Lima (CEBRI), José Roberto Tadros (CNC), Carlos Arecco (Argentine Chamber of Commerce and Services), Daniel Pelegrina (Argentine Rural Society), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Fernanda Cimini (CEBRI and UFMG) and Luciana Muniz (CEBRI)

Partnership: Berensztein

**Portuguese and Spanish**

[WATCH](#)

---

### Bolivia’s presidential election and the implications for South America
With Dawisson Belém Lopes (CEBRI and UFMG), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Lucas Mesquita (UNILA), Ambassador Alfredo Seoane Flores (Universidad Mayor de San Andrés in La Paz) and Ambassador Celso Amorim (Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Brazil)

**Portuguese and Spanish**

[WATCH](#)

---

### BIDEN GOVERNMENT SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL

#### South America-United States Relations: perspectives for the Biden-Harris Administration
With Susana Malcorra (Former Minister of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Argentina), María Emma Mejía (Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Colombia), Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Carlos Gustavo Poggio Teixeira (FAAP) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)

**Portuguese and Spanish**

[WATCH](#)
The central objective of the Asia Program is to promote a structured reflection on the region, to enhance the integration and dissemination of mutual knowledge between Brazil and Asian countries. Among the Program’s subjects of interest are China-Brazil relations, Asia’s role in the global order, Asian multilateral organizations, and topics such as trade, the environment, geopolitics, and technology and innovation.

**TRUSTEE**

**Anna Jaguaribe**
Director of the Institute for Brazil-China Studies (IBRACH) and former Consultant at UNCTAD in Geneva

**SENIOR FELLOW**

**Tatiana Rosito**
CEBRI’s China Analysis Group Coordinator between July 2017 and October 2020, diplomat, economist, invited member of the Consultative Committee of the Brazil-China Business Council (CEBC), and Petrobras’ former Chief Representative in China
ARTICLE
Brazil-China 10-year plan 2022-2031: Opportunity to prepare and realign
Portuguese only
Article originally published in the Carta Brasil-China (Edition 25, from April 27, 2020) of the Brazil-China Business Council (CEBC)

REPORTS
XVII CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
Brazil-China relations in times of administered trade and the Coronavirus: impacts and strategies
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank
Portuguese only

REPORTS
XVIII CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
Asian production chains and technological decoupling: trends, uncertainties and opportunities for Brazil
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank

REPORTS
XIX CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
Artificial intelligence, technological warfare and changes in the world order: China, USA and Brazil
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank

REPORTS
XX CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
Conflict and Cooperation in Asia: Geopolitical Issues
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank

REPORTS
XXI CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
The increasing role of Asia in multilateral development finance
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank

REPORTS
Brazil-China post Covid-19: Scientific Research and Biotechnology
Partnership: Embassy of China in Brazil

REPORTS
Brazil-China post Covid-19: Food Security, Food Safety and Sustainability
Partnership: Embassy of China in Brazil
XVII CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
Brazil-China relations in times of administered trade and the Coronavirus: impacts and strategies
With José Pio Borges (CEBRI), Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI), Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Insper Agro Global), Ivan Tiago Machado Oliveira (IPEA), Fernando José da Silva Paiva Ribeiro (IPEA) and Larissa Wachholz (CEBRI and Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil)
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank

The internationalization of the Renminbi
With Sergio Quadros (former manager of Banco do Brasil in Shanghai), Ambassador Marcos Caramuru (CEBRI and CEBC), Ambassador Luiz Augusto de Castro Neves (CEBRI and CEBC), Pedro Henrique Mariani (BOCOM BBM Bank) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: CEBC
Portuguese only

The current status of the fight against the Coronavirus in China
Conversation with Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI) and Minister Advisor Qu Yuhui (Embassy of China in Brazil)
Portuguese only

The economic impact of the Coronavirus
Conversation with Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI) and Minister Advisor Qu Yuhui (Embassy of China in Brazil)
Portuguese only

China towards normalization: the twin sessions and the way ahead in 2020
With Chen Long (Plenum) and Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI)

Coronavirus and global cooperation
Conversation with Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI) and Minister Advisor Qu Yuhui (Embassy of China in Brazil)
Portuguese only

Market, State and Society: the future of Brazil in light of the Chinese experience
With André Lara Resende (Economist), Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Philip Yang (CEBRI and URBEM) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

5G: Strategic decision
With Anna Jaguaribe (CEBRI), Claudia Trevisan (Johns Hopkins University), Ambassador Rubens Barbosa (IRICE), Hermano Barros Tercius (Brazil’s National Telecommunications Agency), José Contijo (Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovations of Brazil) and Marcelo Motta (Huawei)
Portuguese only

XVIII CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
Asian production chains and technological decoupling: trends, uncertainties and opportunities for Brazil
With Jorge Arbaché (CAF), Jean-Marc Blanchard (Wong MNC Center), Sitao Xu (Deloitte China) and Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI)
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank

XIX CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
Artificial Intelligence, technological warfare and changes in the world order: China, USA and Brazil
With Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI), Ronaldo Lemos (IITS-Rio) and Yan Li (CASTED)
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank
Portuguese only
Brazil-China post Covid-19: Scientific Research and Biotechnology
With Luiz Davidovich (Brazilian Academy of Sciences), Carlos Morel (Fiocruz), Margareth Dalcolmo (Fiocruz), Yuntao Zhang (China National Biotec Group Company Limited and Combo Vaccines) and Ambassador Marcos Caramuru (CEBRI)
Partnership: Embassy of China in Brazil

China and the new Coronavirus: Challenges of an interconnected world
With Arthur Kroeber (Cavekal Dragonomics), Ambassador Marcos Caramuru (CEBRI), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)
Partnership: FFHC

Brazil-China post Covid-19: The Digital City
With Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI), Gao Changlin (Embassy of China in Brazil), Miguel Pinto Guimarães (Miguel Pinto Guimarães Associated Architects), Philip Yang (EAI and URBEM), Chen Cai (CAICT), Washington Fajardio (Brazilian Design Architecture and Design) and Marcelo Motta (Huawei)
Partnership: Embassy of China in Brazil

XXI CHINA ANALYSIS GROUP MEETING
The Increasing Role of Asia in Multilateral Development Finance
With Leslie Maasdorp (NDB), Joachim von Amsberg (AIIB), Martin Raiser (World Bank), Karin Vazquez (Pudan University), Rogerio Studart (CEBRI and WRI), Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI) and José Pio Borges (CEBRI)
Partnership: BOCOM BBM Bank

Brazil-China post Covid-19: Food Security, Food Safety and Sustainability
With Nie Fengying (Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences), Larissa Wachholz (CEBRI and Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil), Philip Xu (COFCO International LTD), Qu Yuhui (Embassy of China in Brazil), Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Insper Agro Global) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)
Partnership: Embassy of China in Brazil and Insper Agro Global
The main objective of CEBRI’s United States Program is to contribute to deepen the relationship between public and private sectors in both countries, and to inform stakeholders interested in the political and economic scenario in the United States, through structured dialogue and the production of knowledge. Topics such as the environment, science and technology, security and defense, and cooperation in the agricultural area are part of the work agenda.

**TRUSTEES**

**Ambassador Sergio Amaral**
Member of Felsberg e Advogados, member of the Strategic Council of FIESP, former Minister of Development, Industry and Trade of Brazil, and Brazil’s former Ambassador to the United Kingdom, France, and the United States

**Henrique Rzezinski**
Former Director of Institutional Relations at ENEVA and former Vice-Chair of External Relations at Embraer

**SENIOR FELLOW**

**Fernanda Magnotta**
Professor and Coordinator of the International Relations program at FAAP
Election 2020: What’s at Stake for Energy?

The United States and Brazil Aligned? Opportunities and Challenges

Roundtable “The tension between the USA and Iran and its implications for the World and for Brazil”
With Henrique Rzezinski (CEBRI), Najad Khouri (Petrobras), Fabio Figueira (Veirano Advogados) and Leila Sterenberg (GloboNews)

Trump vs. Biden: overview of the elections in the United States and consequences for Brazil
With Abrão Neto (AMCHAM), Henrique Rzezinski (CEBRI), Deborah Veitias (AMCHAM), Thiago Vidal (Prospectiva), Paulo Sotero (Wilson Center), Marina Dias (Folha de São Paulo) and Ricardo Mendes (Prospectiva)
Partnerships: AMCHAM and Prospectiva
Portuguese only

US-China tensions and Brazil’s stand
With Fernanda Guardado (CEBRI and BOCOM BBM Bank), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Ambassador Marcos Caramuru (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Brazil-US Relations in 2020 and Beyond
With Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Brian Winter (AS/COA), Cecilia Tornaghi (Americas Quarterly) and Henrique Rzezinski (CEBRI)
Partnership: Americas Society/Council of the Americas (AS/COA)

Conversations with Ambassador Todd Chapman
With Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI) and Ambassador Todd Chapman (US Ambassador to Brazil)
Partnership: General Consulate of the United States of America in Rio de Janeiro
Portuguese only
BIDEN ADMINISTRATION SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL
Environmentalism after Joe Biden’s election
With Thomas Lovejoy (Amazon Biodiversity Center and United Nations Foundation), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Flávio Castro (FSB) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Event held in partnership with CEBRI’s Environment and Climate Change Program

American election: what will happen?
With Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Flávio Castro (FSB) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Partnership: Bússola · FSB Comunicação · Exame
Portuguese only

Conversation with Robert Zoellick: US foreign policy
With Robert Zoellick, Pedro Malan (CEBRI), Celso Lafer (CEBRI and FFHC), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI and FFHC), Sergio Fausto (FFHC) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: FFHC

BIDEN ADMINISTRATION SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL
Civic space and the fight against misinformation
With Ilona Szabó (CEBRI and Igarapé Institute), Fernanda Magnotta (CEBRI), Patrícia Campos Mello (CEBRI and Folha de São Paulo) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

BIDEN ADMINISTRATION SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL
The future of US foreign policy
With Ambassador Rubens Ricupero (CEBRI), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Carlos Eduardo Lins da Silva (Insper and Woodrow Wilson Center) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

BIDEN ADMINISTRATION SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL
American election: what will happen?
With Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Flávio Castro (FSB) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Partnership: Bússola · FSB Comunicação · Exame
Portuguese only

Conversation with Robert Zoellick: US foreign policy
With Robert Zoellick, Pedro Malan (CEBRI), Celso Lafer (CEBRI and FFHC), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI and FFHC), Sergio Fausto (FFHC) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: FFHC

BIDEN ADMINISTRATION SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL
Civic space and the fight against misinformation
With Ilona Szabó (CEBRI and Igarapé Institute), Fernanda Magnotta (CEBRI), Patrícia Campos Mello (CEBRI and Folha de São Paulo) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

BIDEN ADMINISTRATION SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL
The future of US foreign policy
With Ambassador Rubens Ricupero (CEBRI), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), Carlos Eduardo Lins da Silva (Insper and Woodrow Wilson Center) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only
The Europe Program aims to deepen the dialogue and contribute with the formulation of proposals for the Brazil-Europe relationship, as well as indicate possible paths for a more dense and fruitful partnership. One of the Program’s objectives is to follow the Mercosur-EU Agreement, the progress of the transition to a digital Europe, the European Green Deal, relations between the EU-United Kingdom post Brexit, relations between Brazil and key European partners, among other topics involving the European region in general and specific aspects of the European Union.

**TRUSTEE**

**Ronaldo Veirano**

Founding partner of the law firm Veirano Advogados, coordinator of the Governance and Nominating Committee of the Brazilian Institute of Corporate Governance (IBGC), and a member of the Advisory Board of the Brazil Institute at the Woodrow Wilson Center in Washington, D.C.

**SENIOR FELLOW**

**Ana Paula Tostes**

PhD in Political Science, Associate Professor at the Department of International Relations, Rio de Janeiro State University (UERJ), and Senior Researcher (Prociência) at FAPERJ.
Europe in a Post-Pandemic World: Geopolitical, Economic and Social Scenarios
With José Manuel Durão Barroso (Chairman of the Board of GAVI - The Vaccine Alliance), Arminio Fraga (CEBRI and Gávea Investimentos), Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews) and Ronaldo Veirano (CEBRI)

The Future of the European Union: The Portuguese Presidency and Brazil-EU Relations
With Ambassador Rui Vinhas (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Portugal), José Pio Borges (CEBRI), Ronaldo Veirano (CEBRI) and Ana Paula Tostes (CEBRI)

Covid-19: the European Union’s response and the challenges ahead
With Ambassador Ignacio Ybáñez (EU Delegation to Brazil), Dan O’Brien (IIEA), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)

Partnerships: FFHC and Consulate General of Ireland in São Paulo
The objective of the Multilateralism Program is to produce studies, analyses and discussions that generate proposals to guide and inform the Brazilian strategy in the international order. Brazil has always been particularly active in the multilateral debate. However, since the 1990s, multilateralism has been going through successive crises, part of them justified by the new global power configurations and intensified by the Covid-19 pandemic.

TRUSTEE

Anna Jaguaribe
Director of the Institute for Brazil-China Studies (IBRACH) and former Consultant at UNCTAD in Geneva

Senior Fellows

Lia Valls
Adjunct Professor at the School of Economics and the Graduate Program in International Relations of the State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ), and Associate Researcher at the Brazilian Institute of Economics at the Getulio Vargas Foundation (IBRE/FGV)

Carlos Milani
Vice-Director of the Institute of Social and Political Studies at the State University of Rio de Janeiro (IESP/UERJ), and Coordinator of the World Political Analysis Laboratory (LABMUNDO - Rio de Janeiro) and the Interdisciplinary Observatory on Climate Change (OIMC)
ARTICLE
COVID-19: Before and after
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

STRUCTURED CONVERSATIONS
The Reorientation of Multilateralism
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)
Portuguese only

ARTICLE
Multilateralism and the Management of Global Public Goods
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

STRUCTURED CONVERSATIONS
Geopolitics and the Economics of Innovation
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

CONTEXT NOTE
Geopolitics and the Economics of Innovation: Different Strategies
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

CONTEXT NOTE
Crisis and governance in the Global Economy
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)
Portuguese only

STRUCTURED CONVERSATIONS
Multilateral Trade Regime
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

POLICY NOTE
Global Reorganization and the Crisis of Multilateralism: implications for Brazil
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)
Portuguese only
POLICY NOTE
Geopolitics and the Economics of Innovation: Different Strategies
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

COLLECTION OF POLICY PAPERS 1/5
Challenges for building a multilateral trading system in the 21st century
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

COLLECTION OF POLICY PAPERS 2/5
Geopolitics and the Economics of Innovation
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

COLLECTION OF POLICY PAPERS 3/5
Global Reorganization and the Crisis of Multilateralism
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

COLLECTION OF POLICY PAPERS 4/5
The times they are a-changing: perspectives of the Brazilian Sustainable Development agenda
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

COLLECTION OF POLICY PAPERS 5/5
Multilateralism in times of uncertainty: implications for Brazil
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

EVENTS

Geopolitics and the Economics of Innovation: Differentiated Strategies
With Anna Jaguaribe (CEBRI), Aline Soares (KAS), Barry Naughton (University of California), Adriano Proença (CEBRI and UFRJ), Caetano Penna (UFRJ) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

Global Alliances for Sustainability
With Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Mariana Mazzucato (UCL), Monica de Bolle (CEBRI and PIIE), Anja Czymmek (KAS), Anna Jaguaribe (CEBRI) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)
Global realignment and challenges for Brazil
With Carlos Milani (IESP/UERJ), Oliver Stuenkel (FGV-SP), Maria Regina Soares de Lima (IESP/UERJ), Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI) and Kevin Oswald (KAS)
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)
Portuguese only

The Reorientation of Multilateral Politics: a European Perspective
With Ambassador Gelson Fonseca (CEBRI), Maria Regina Soares de Lima (IESP/UERJ), Zaki Laïdi (European Union External Action Service), Roland Freudenstein (Wilfried Martens Centre for European Studies), Davi Simões (UFMG), Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI) and Kevin Oswald (KAS)
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)

Dilemmas of multilateralism: challenges for Brazil
With Lia Valls (CEBRI and UERJ), Caetano Penna (UFRJ), Maria Regina Soares de Lima (IESP/UERJ), Francisco Gaetani (FGV/EBAPE), Carlos Milani (CEBRI) and IESP/UERJ, Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI), Kevin Oswald (KAS) and Ambassador Gelson Fonseca (CEBRI)
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)
Portuguese only

21st century strategic rivalries: redefining multilateralism and cooperation spaces
With Kishore Mahbubani (Asia Research Institute - National University of Singapore), David Daokui Li (ACCEPT - Tsinghua University), Ambassador Rubens Ricupero (CEBRI), Tatiana Rosito (CEBRI) and Ambassador Gelson Fonseca (CEBRI)
Partnership: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)
The core objective of the Agro Program is to analyze Brazil’s role in global agriculture and agribusiness, through a structured and purposeful reflection on the appropriate strategies and policies. Food security, sustainability, global production chains, agro-industrial systems, agricultural and agri-food policy, and trade policy are part of the work agenda.
POLICY PAPER

The challenge of innovation and sustainability in agribusiness
Partnership: BASF

EVENTS

Global perspectives from the Brazilian agribusiness post Covid-19
With Roberto Rodrigues (FGV and former Minister of Agriculture of Brazil), Luiz Fernando Furlan (CEBRI), Larissa Wachholz (CEBRI and Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Zoonoses, One Health & Food Safety
With Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Inesper Agro Global), Janice Zanella (Embrapa Suinos e Aves), Cristina Schneider (Georgetown University) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

What can trade liberalization do for Brazil and Latin America?
With Maurício Mesquita Moreira (IDB), Marcos Lisboa (Insper), Diego Bonomo (CEBRI and CNI), Sandra Rios (CEBRI and CINDES), Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Inesper Agro Global), Morgan Doyle (IDB) and Ambassador José Alfredo Graça Lima (CEBRI)
Partnerships: Inesper Agro Global and Itaú BBA
Portuguese only

Brazil: an example of a sustainable cattle industry?
With Marcio Nappo (JBS), Fernando Sampaio (PCI strategy-MT), André Guimarães (IPAM), Paulo Pianez (Marfrig), Maurício Palma Nogueira (Athenagro and Livestock Rally/Rally da Pecuária), Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Inesper Agro Global) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnerships: Inesper Agro Global and Itaú BBA
Portuguese only
The new infrastructure and its impacts on agribusiness
With Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI), José Vicente Caixeta Filho (ESALQ/USP), João Alberto de Abreu (Rumo), Bruno Serapião (Hidrovias do Brasil) and Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Insper Agro Global)
Partnerships: Insper Agro Global and Itaú BBA
Portuguese only

The challenge of innovation and sustainability in Agribusiness
With Paul Leonard (ERF), Adriana Regina Martin (Embrapa), Ligia Dutra (CNA), Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Insper Agro Global) and Luiz Fernando Furlan (CEBRI)
Partnership: BASF
Portuguese only

The Amazon: sustainable agriculture and the reconstruction of Brazil’s image
With João Adrien (Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil), Paulo Souza (Cargill), Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Arnaldo Eijsink (Agrojacarezinho), Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Insper Agro Global) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnerships: Insper Agro Global and Itaú BBA
Portuguese only

BIDEN ADMINISTRATION SERIES: IMPACTS ON BRAZIL
Joe Biden and Brazilian Agribusiness
With Christopher Garman (Eurasia Group), Monica de Bolle (CEBRI and PIIE), Roberta Braga (Atlantic Council), Alexandre Mendonça de Barros (MB Agro), Marcos Jank (CEBRI and Insper Agro Global) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnerships: Insper Agro Global and Itaú BBA
Portuguese only
The objectives of the International Trade Program are to discuss and reflect upon the global context and the current Brazilian foreign trade policy, mapping partners, products, initiatives, strengths and weaknesses, as well as proposing paths and adaptations. Some of the topics on the Program’s work agenda are the developments at the WTO, Brazil’s entry into the OECD, electronic commerce and the digital economy, and the importance of groups such as Mercosur, G20 and BRICS for foreign trade policies.
Economic transformations and post-pandemic trade
With Ambassador Roberto Azevêdo (WTO), Ambassador José Alfredo Graça Lima (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Major Trends in Global Trade
With Anabel Gonzalez (PIIE), Simon Evenett (University of St. Gallen), Ambassador Rufus Yerxa (NFTC), Ambassador José Alfredo Graça Lima (CEBRI) and Victor do Prado (CEBRI and WTO)
The Culture and International Relations Program was created with the goal of addressing art and other manifestations of culture, their political and social points of view, and their interface with international issues. Among the topics discussed are culture and diplomacy, sustainability, art and colonization, and the role of culture in Brazil’s identity formation and international insertion.
**CULTURE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

**EVENTS**

**Roundtable “The 2020 Bienal de São Paulo and its national and international impacts”**

With José Olympo Pereira (Bienal SP), Cristina Aragão (GloboNews), Jacopo Crivelli (Bienal SP), Luiz Chrysostomo (MAR), Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI) and Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI)

**Partnership: IEPE/CdG**

---

**Education and culture in a world affected by the pandemic**

With Leonel Kaz (UQ Editions), Rafael Parente (BEI Educação), Fabio Magalhães (MASP and Padre Anchieta Foundation), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)

**Portuguese only**

**WATCH**

---

**Historical and Current Relations between France and Brazil**

With Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Stéphane Engelhard (CCIFB-SP) and Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI)

**Partnership: France-Brazil International Chamber of Commerce**

**Portuguese only**

**WATCH**

---

**Brasilia: the awakening of a new Brazil**

With Ambassador André Corrêa do Lago (Brazil’s Ambassador to India), Farès el-Dahdah (Rice University), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)

**Partnerships: Antonio Carlos Jobim Institute and Moreira Salles Institute**

**Portuguese only**

**WATCH**

---

**The Amazon by Sebastião Salgado**

With Sebastião Salgado (CEBRI), Danilo Miranda (SESC-SP), Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)

**Partnership: SESC-SP**

**Portuguese only**

**WATCH**
A polarized world and creative freedom
With Thaís Oyama (UOL and Jovem Pan Radio), Paulo Lins (Writer), Eduardo Bueno (Journalist and Writer), Bruno Barreto (Filmmaker), Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Culture as a long-term vision: the role of the State, civil society and businesses
With Marcelo Calero (Federal Congressman), Eleazar de Carvalho Filho (OSB), Marcos Ludwig (Veirano), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

3 Generations, 3 Enemies: a discussion about art, human rights and democratic values
With Alice Miceli, Carmela Gross, Rosângela Rennó, Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Architecture and Rio de Janeiro
With Ambassador André Corrêa do Lago (Brazil’s Ambassador to India), Lauro Cavalcanti (Casa Roberto Marinho), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Carla Duarte (CEBRI) and Evangelina Seiler (CEBRI)
Portuguese only
This program’s vision is to contribute to Brazil’s insertion in the future of energy. Its objective, in this sense, is to promote debate on relevant issues that have the potential to leverage the insertion of the Brazilian industry in global chains, that are aligned with energy trends, and able to influence the development of public policies in the creation of an investment environment that is competitive and attractive.

**TRUSTEE**

**Jorge Camargo**
Vice Chair of CEBRI’s Board of Trustees, Member of the Boards of Directors of the Ultrapar and Prumo Global Logistics Groups, former Chair of the Brazilian Institute of Petroleum, Gas and Biofuels (IBP), and former Chair of Equinor (formerly Statoil) in Brazil

**SENIOR FELLOW**

**Clarissa Lins**
Founding partner at Catavento, and Member of Suzano’s Sustainability Committee and the Global Future Council on The Future of Energy at the World Economic Forum (WEF)
PROGRAMS  >  ENERGY

PUBLICATIONS

BOOK
Energy: reflections and perspectives
Partnership: Barbosa Mussnich Aragão (BMA) and Catavento

PAPER
Mobility of the Future: climate change and new technologies
Partnership: General Consulate of the Netherlands in Rio de Janeiro and Catavento

PAPER
Maritime challenges: decarbonization and geopolitical tensions
Partnership: Royal Consulate General of Norway in Rio de Janeiro and Catavento

PAPER
Energy integration in Latin America: Opportunities and challenges
Partnership: Regional Program “Energy Security and Climate Change in Latin America” (EKLA) of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) and Catavento

EVENTS

Seminar “Mobility of the Future: Climate Change and new technologies”
With Clarisse Linke (ITDP), Antônio Simões R. Júnior (Raízen), Suzana Kahn (COPPE/UFRJ), Seth van Stratelen (KLM), Sergio Jacobsen (Siemens Brasil), Clarissa Lins (CEBRI and Catavento) and Jorge Camargo (CEBRI)
Partnerships: General Consulate of the Netherlands in Rio de Janeiro and Catavento

Breakfast with Pedro Wongtschowski, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Grupo Ultra
With Jorge Camargo (CEBRI), Andre Saleme Hachem (Itaú BBA) and Clarissa Lins (CEBRI and Catavento)
Partnership: Itaú BBA

Brazil’s oil and gas sector facing the crisis
With Décio Oddone (Former ANP) and Jorge Camargo (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

WATCH
Energy: reflections and perspectives | Launch of the CEBRI-BMA publication in Portuguese

With Jorge Camargo (CEBRI), Luís Henrique Guimarães (Cosan), José Firmo (Porto do Açu), Carlos Frederico Lucchetti Bingemer (BMA), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Clarissa Lins (CEBRI and Catavento)

Partnerships: BMA and Catavento

Portuguese only

Energy integration in Latin America: opportunities and challenges

With Marta Jara (Latin American Program, Wilson Center), Décio Oddone (Former ANP), Thiago Barral (EPE), Jorge Camargo (CEBRI), Nicole Stopfer (EKLA-KAS) and Clarissa Lins (CEBRI and Catavento)

Partnerships: EKLA-KAS and Catavento

Portuguese and Spanish

Maritime challenges: decarbonization and geopolitical tensions

With Jorge Camargo (CEBRI), Marianne Fosland (Consulate of Norway in Rio de Janeiro), Lars Andreas Lunde (Ministry of Commerce and Industry of Norway), Clarissa Lins (CEBRI and Catavento) and Admiral Eduardo Bacellar Leal Ferreira (Brazilian Navy)

Partnerships: Royal Consulate General of Norway in Rio de Janeiro and Catavento

The oil industry after the twin shocks: a conversation with Lord Browne

With Lord Browne (former BP), Winston Fritsch (CEBRI), Décio Oddone (Former ANP), Jorge Camargo (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
The aim of the Infrastructure Program is to encourage a purposeful debate on infrastructure in Brazil, with the potential to stimulate an attractive investment environment and influence public policies that are consistent with social well-being and the competitiveness of companies. Global macro trends in sustainability, urbanization, smart cities, innovation and regulation are among the key issues addressed.
EVENTS

Roundtable “Sustainable Infrastructure Planning: Challenges and Proposals”
With Juliano Assunção (CPI/PUC-Rio), André Clark (CEBRI and Siemens Energy Brasil), Claudio Frischtak (CEBRI and Inter.B) and Ana Cristina Barros (CPI Brazil)
Partnership: Climate Policy Initiative (CPI)

Energy and Sustainable Development in the Amazon Region
With Paulo Conçalves Cerqueira (Ministry of Mines and Energy of Brazil), Rodrigo Saaia (ABSOLAR), Ricardo Botelho (Energisa), Augusto Miranda da Paz Jr. (Equatorial Energia), Maria Netto (IDB), Claudio Frischtak (CEBRI and Inter.B), Morgan Doyle (IDB) and Juliana Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
Portuguese only

CEBRI-BDMG SEMINAR
Development banks and post-pandemic sustainable growth | Panel 1: The future of infrastructure financing in Brazil
With José Pio Borges (CEBRI), Ambassador Marcos Caramuru (CEBRI), Sérgio Gusmão Suchodolski (BDMC), Claudia Prates (New Development Bank), Pedro Henrique Mariani (BOCOM BBM Bank), Cleverson Aroéira (BNDES) and Henrique Pinto (BDMG)
Partnership: BDMG
Portuguese only

CEBRI-BDMG SEMINAR
Development banks and post-pandemic sustainable growth | Panel 2: Building a green and inclusive recovery agenda in Brazil
With Sérgio Gusmão Suchodolski (BDMC), Yana Dumarese (Ministry of the Economy of Brazil), Jorge Arbache (CAF), Alberto Ninio (AlIB), Fabiano Bastos (IDB) and Juliana Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: BDMG
Portuguese only
The main objective of the Environment and Climate Change Program is to expand the plural and purposeful debate on the environment and climate change, from the perspectives of sustainable development and Brazil’s international insertion. Some of the main themes addressed include multilateralism and governance, technology and innovation, sustainability, the circular economy, the Amazon, and climate migration.
PROGRAMS  >  ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

PUBLICATIONS

POLICY PAPER

Brazil and China: Elements for Environmental Cooperation
Partnership: UN Environment

CEBRI STUDY

The Circular Economy: Brazil’s challenges
Partnership: Michelin
Portuguese only

EVENTS

Roundtable “Promoting the economy means protecting the environment”
With Ambassador Dr. Georg Witschel (Germany’s Ambassador to Brazil), José Pio Borges (CEBRI) and Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP)

Will the shock of the pandemic awaken the world to the catastrophic risks of climate change?
With Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Sergio Abranches (Journalist and writer), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)
Partnership: FFHC
Portuguese only

From Pandemic to Utopia - 1st Edition
With José Luiz Alquéres (CEBRI), Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), José Roberto de Castro Neves (Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro & Comide Advogados), Rosiska Darcy (Brazilian Academy of Letters), Larissa Araúm (MegaWhat) and Cristopher Vlavianos (Comerc Energy)
Partnerships: Comerc Energy, MegaWhat and Casa Firjan
Portuguese only

From Pandemic to Utopia - 2nd Edition: Rio without substandard housing in 2040
With José Carlos Sussekind (Engineer), Paulo Rabello de Castro (Economist), Mozart Vitor Serra (Economist), José Luiz Alquéres (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnerships: Comerc Energy, MegaWhat and Casa Firjan
Portuguese only

From Pandemic to Utopia - 3rd edition: Rio, the utopian city
With José Luiz Alquéres (CEBRI), Cristiane Alves (Firjan), Sérgio Ferraz Magalhães (FAU/UFRJ), Washington Fajardo (Brazilian Design Architecture and Design) and Miguel Pinto Guimarães (MPGAA)
Partnerships: Comerc Energy, MegaWhat and Casa Firjan
Portuguese only

The Climate Adaptation Agenda and the Implementation Challenges of the Paris Agreement
With Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Alice Hill (CFR), Carlos Eduardo Young (UFRJ) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)
Partnership: Council on Foreign Relations (CFR)
CEBRI-FBDS SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS

Environmental governance and sustainability
With José Carlos Carvalho (Inhotim Institute), Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Sergio Besserman Vianna (Climate Reality Project Brasil and PUC-Rio), Raquel Dodge (Brazil’s Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office), Walfredo Schindler (FBDS), and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: FBDS
Portuguese Only

Sustainable Development Goals: Perspectives from Ireland and Brazil
With Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Ambassador Seán Hoy (Ireland’s Ambassador to Brazil), Ambassador David Donoghue (Ireland) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)
Partnership: Consulate General of Ireland in São Paulo

From Pandemic to Utopia - 4th edition: Business Outlook
With José Luiz Alquéres (CEBRI), Marcio Fernandes (Former Elektro), Marcio Fortes (Former BNDES), Luiz Roberto Ayoub (FGV) and Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP)
Partnerships: Comerc Energy, MegaWhat and Casa Firjan
Portuguese only

CEBRI-FBDS SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS | Water and Sanitation
With Jerson Kelman (COPPE/UFRJ), Paulo Canedo (COPPE/UFRJ), Marilene Ramos (Former BNDES and IBAMA), Luiz Idefonso Simões Lopes (CEBRI and Brookfield), Carla Duarte (CEBRI) and Walfredo Schindler (FBDS)
Partnerships: FBDS
Portuguese Only

CEBRI-FBDS SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS
Educating for sustainability
With Claudia Costin (FGV CEIPE), Rafael Parente (BEI Educação), Daniel Barros, Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI) and Rafael Loyola (FBDS)
Partnership: FBDS
Portuguese Only

CEBRI-FBDS SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS
Ethics and Sustainability
With Luiz Alberto Oliveira (Museum of Tomorrow), Paulo Vaz (UFRJ), Emanuel Alencar (Journalist), Luis Saporta (FBDS) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Partnership: FBDS
Portuguese Only

CEBRI-FBDS SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS
History of major events and perspectives on global governance
With Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Ana Toni (ICS), André Corrêa do Lago (CEBRI and Brazil’s Ambassador to India), Walfredo Schindler (FBDS) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: FBDS
Portuguese Only
**CEBRI-FBDS SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS**

**The Amazon: sustainable development’s last frontier**

With Israel Klabin (FBDS), José Pio Borges (CEBRI), Walfredo Schindler (FBDS), Paulo Moutinho (IPAM), Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Osvaldo Stella Martins (Interministerial Commission on Global Climate Change), Fabio Scarano (UFRJ and Linnean Society of London) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)

Partnerships: FBDS

**EU Green New Deal: implications for a global green recovery in 2021**

With Joseph Curtin (Rockefeller Foundation), Laura Burke (US EPA), Alessandro Molon (Brazil’s House of Representatives), Daniela Lerda (CLUA), Izabella Teixeira (CEBRI and IRP/UNEP), Eoin Bennis (Consulate General of Ireland in São Paulo) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)

Partnership: Consulate General of Ireland in São Paulo

For more information, please visit [CEBRI](https://www.cebri.org.br/) and [FBDS](https://www.fbds.org.br/).
The focus of the International Security Program is to broaden the reflection and critical analysis on the challenges of international security, especially with the increase and diversification of cross-border security issues. Topics such as terrorism, drug trafficking, chemical, biological and radiological wars, and cybersecurity are addressed from a perspective that integrates collective global security and the need for national policy adaptation.
**PUBLICATIONS**

**POLICY PAPER**

XVII Forte de Copacabana International Security Conference - New Frontiers and Sovereignty in the brink of Global Challenges
Partnerships: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung and support from the EU Delegation in Brazil

**REPORT**

The constant cybersecurity challenges in organizations as part of the business strategy
Partnership: Siemens and Siemens Energy
Portuguese only

**EVENTS**

Cybersecurity and 5G technology in the Brazilian scenario
Partnership: Siemens and Siemens Energy

Cybersecurity and 5G Private Networks to accelerate the digital transformation in Brazil
Partnership: Siemens and Siemens Energy
Portuguese only

The constant cybersecurity challenges in organizations as part of the business strategy
With Bruno Daniel Mazeto (ANEEL), Colonel Arthur Pereira Sabbat (Institutional Security Office of the Presidency of the Republic of Brazil), Mário Luiz Silvério (CPD), Daniel Sales Correa (Braskem), André Clark (CEBRI and Siemens Energy Brasil), General Paulo Sergio Melo de Carvalho (CEBRI and Brazilian Army) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)
Partnership: Siemens and Siemens Energy
Portuguese only

Cybersecurity and 5G private networks to accelerate the digital transformation in Brazil
With Marcia Ogawa Matsubayashi (Deloitte Brasil), Pablo Fava (Siemens), Márcia Tosta (Petrobras), André Clark (CEBRI and Siemens Energy Brasil), Paulo Sergio Melo de Carvalho (CEBRI and Brazilian Army), Agostinho Linhares (ANATEL), Thiago Barçante Teixeira (ANATEL) and Luciana Gama Muniz (CEBRI)
Partnership: Siemens and Siemens Energy
Portuguese only
New Frontiers and Sovereignty on the brink of Global Challenges

Panel 1
Traditional Frontiers: issues on Sovereignty and Security

Panel 2
Economic Frontiers: Defense Industry in the Globalized World

Panel 3
New Frontiers in the Geopolitical Digital Era

Organizers:  
Supported By:

Participation: +15 Keynotes Speakers  +4,000 Audience  45 Countries
Social Media Reach: +40,000 Audience  Simultaneous Translation: 3 Languages

BRAZILIAN CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Meetings with Public Officials and Executives
In 2020, CEBRI organized closed meetings with senior government officials and executives from Brazilian companies, as well as renowned representatives from civil society, with the goal of contributing to public policy formulation.

General Hamilton Mourão, 
Vice President of Brazil 
Topics: China and the Environment

**ENERGY PROGRAM**

The future of the electricity sector: Eletrobras’ vision 
Wilson Ferreira 
CEO of Eletrobras

**ENERGY PROGRAM**

Mining: present and future challenges 
Eduardo Bartolomeo 
CEO of Vale

**SOUTH AMERICA PROGRAM**

Redefining global value chains and opportunities to attract investments to Brazil 
Partner: Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)

**INTERNATIONAL SECURITY PROGRAM**

The role of the Brazilian State in the cyber scenario with the advent of 5G technology: contributions from industry, government and academia 
Partners: Siemens and Siemens Energy

**INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM**

Infrastructure and the impacts of Covid-19: The outbreak of the 3rd Wave

**ASIA PROGRAM**

The Belt and Road in Latin America: Views from the Region 
Partner: Council on Foreign Relations (CFR)

**INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM**

The infrastructure dimension of the Pro-Brazil plan for a post-Covid-19 economic recovery

**UNITED STATES AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY PROGRAMS**

Brazil-US relations facing the Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Agreement
CEBRI Online Events
CEBRI ONLINE EVENTS

FOREIGN POLICY

Roundtable “Foreign trade and progress in bilateral relations between Brazil and Australia”
With Ronaldo Veirano (CEBRI), Ambassador Luiz Augusto de Castro Neves (CEBRI) and Ambassador Timothy Kane (Australia’s Ambassador to Brazil)

How is the US responding to the crisis?
With André Soares (CEBRI and IDB) and Fernando Cutz (Woodrow Wilson Center)

The coronavirus as a game changer: perspectives of Brazilian foreign policy
With President Fernando Henrique Cardoso (CEBRI and FFHC), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), José Pio Borges (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)

Waiting for Godot: The perfect storm
With Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Fernando Cabeira (GloboNews), Carla Duarte (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)

Post-Covid-19 global agenda and its possible protagonists
With Ambassador Gelson Fonseca (CEBRI), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI), José Pio Borges (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)

Covid-19: The Geopolitical Recession and Brazil’s Perspectives
With Ian Bremmer (Eurasia Group), Christopher Garman (Eurasia Group), Ambassador Luiz Augusto de Castro Neves (CEBRI and CEBC), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)

Pandemics through the course of history: what does the past teach us about the world post Covid-19?
With Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews), Ambassador Rubens Ricupero (CEBRI), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)

Public management and the global health crisis
With Francisco Gaetani (Instituto Republika), Carlos Regazzoni (CARI), Guido Bertolaso (Special Consultant for the Lombardy region in the Covid-19 emergency), Miguel Lago (CEBRI and IEPS) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Partnerships: Instituto República and Institute for Health Policy Studies (IEPS)

From pandemic to populism? Brazil’s image abroad
With Luiz Felipe D’Avila (VirtuNews and Public Leadership Center), Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)

The effect of Covid-19 on geopolitics
With Joseph Nye (Harvard University), Ambassador Sergio Amaral (CEBRI and FFHC), President Fernando Henrique Cardoso (CEBRI and FFHC), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)
Partnership: FFHC
The world after Covid-19: A Conversation with Martin Wolf
With Martin Wolf (Financial Times), Pedro Malan (CEBRI), Ilan Goldfajn (CDPP), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)
Partnerships: CDPP, IEPE/CdG and FFHC

Conversation on Brazil | An outline of foreign policy for Brazil
With Roberto Mangabeira Unger, Ambassador Rubens Ricupero (CEBRI), Joaquim Falcão (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

New or simply again?
With Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Fernando Gabeira (GloboNews), Mary Del Priore (Historian and writer) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

The future of the UN and its importance for Brazil
With Ambassador Maria Luiza Ribeiro Viotti (UN), Sergio Fausto (FFHC), Carla Duarte (CEBRI) and Ambassador Celso Fonseca (CEBRI)
Partnership: FFHC
Portuguese only

Fake News and Foreign Policy
With Celso Lafer (CEBRI), Patrícia Campos Mello (CEBRI and Folha de São Paulo), Matias Spektor (CEBRI and FGV) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Three decisive events: the pandemic, the economic crisis and the election in the US - what will happen to capitalism, globalization and multilateralism?
With Ambassador Roberto Abdenur (CEBRI), Moisés Naim (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace), Otaviano Canuto (Policy Center for the New South) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

New conversations at the Cathedral: Mario Vargas Llosa in Brazil
With Mario Vargas Llosa, Rosiska Darcy (Brazilian Academy of Letters), Merval Pereira (Brazilian Academy of Letters and O Globo), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), José Pio Borges (CEBRI) and Sergio Fausto (FFHC)
Partnerships: FFHC and the Brazilian Academy of Letters (ABL)
Spanish only

Conversation with Amin Maalouf
With Amin Maalouf, Monique Sochaczewski, Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), Gilles Pecassou (Embassy of France in Brazil) and José Pio Borges (CEBRI)
Partnership: Ministère de L’Europe Et Des Affaires Étrangères
The reconstruction of the Brazilian foreign policy
With Aloysio Nunes Ferreira (Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Brazil), Celso Amorim (Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Brazil), Celso Lafer (CEBRI), Hussein Kalout (CEBRI and Harvard), Rubens Ricupero (CEBRI), Eliane Cantanhêde (Estadão) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

ECONOMIC POLICY

From the recession to economic recovery: how long will the journey be?
With Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews), José Roberto Mendonça de Barros (MB Associates), Pedro Malan (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Fintechs, innovation and the financial market revolution
With Augusto Lins (Stone), Margot Greenman (Capitals), José Pio Borges (CEBRI), Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI) and Luiz Orenstein (Dynamo)
Portuguese only

Capital markets and post-pandemic growth: the role of national and international financial institutions
With Roberto Teixeira da Costa (CEBRI), Marcos Troyjo (NDB), Marcelo Barbosa (CVM) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only
BRAZIL

The political crisis and the dispersion of federal power
With Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews) Paulo Hartung (CEBRI and IBA) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Leadership in times of crisis
With Pedro Parente (BRF), Philippe Reichstul (Former Petrobras), Carlos Tadeu Fraga (Prumo Logistica), Jorge Camargo (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Conversations with Jô: Rio as backdrop
With Jô Soares (TV host and writer), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only
CEBRI ONLINE EVENTS  >  BRASIL

Rio Grande do Sul’s vocation for renewal
With Eduardo Leite (Governor of Rio Grande do Sul), Ambassador Marcos Azambuja (CEBRI), José Pio Borges (CEBRI), Miguel Lago (CEBRI and IEPS) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Conversation on Brazil | The judiciary between activism and proactivity
With Minister Ayres Britto, Joaquim Falcão (CEBRI), Vera Magalhães (Estadão), José Pio Borges (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Conversation on Brazil with Governor Flavio Dino
With Flavio Dino (Governor of Maranhão), Joaquim Falcão (CEBRI), Merval Pereira (O Globo), José Pio Borges (CEBRI) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

Before and after the global crisis: the future of the Brazilian health system
With Luiz Henrique Mandetta (Former Minister of Health of Brazil), Paulo Chapchap (Syrian-Lebanese Hospital and All for Health/Todos pela Saúde alliance), Miguel Lago (CEBRI and IEPS), Isabela Bussade (PUC-Rio) and Julia Dias Leite (CEBRI)
Partnership: Institute for Health Policy Studies (IEPS)
Portuguese only

The Military and Politics in Brazil
With Aldo Rebelo (CEBRI), Merval Pereira (O Globo), Octávio Amorim Neto (EBAPE/FCV), Admiral Eduardo Leal Ferreira (Petrobras) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Portuguese only

The pandemic, authoritarianism and human rights
With Bernardo Sorj (UFRJ and Plataforma Democrática), Demétrio Magnoli (CEBRI and GloboNews), Elaine Barbosa (site 1948 · Universal Declaration of Human Rights) and Carla Duarte (CEBRI)
Partnership: Igarapé Institute
Portuguese only
Communication
CEBRI stands out for its transparent communication with society and its stakeholders. Our communication is multiplatform, convergent and interconnected. Our specialists are reference sources for reporting in national and international media outlets and on social media, for their credibility, expertise and plurality of opinions.

Social Media

+650,000
PEOPLE REACHED PER MONTH ON SOCIAL MEDIA

45%
SOCIAL MEDIA GROWTH
@CEBRIONLINE

+150,000
AUDIENCE AT EVENTS
YOUTUBE.COM/CEBRIONLINE

+50,000
SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS

+1.2 million
PEOPLE REACHED ON YOUTUBE
Press

Arminio Fraga vê com preocupação a situação das contas públicas

"Brasil não deveria escolher lado na disputa entre China e EUA"

Brics são construção política, longe de ser um bloco comercial, diz economista

Embaixador Graça Lima é eleito juiz de mecanismo para resolver disputas
**Em um mundo sem moderação**

Por Rubens Peixoto - 05/03/2023 - 18:10

Na visão de Cristiano Mello, temos várias perspectivas para entender o mundo, desde o grupo de pessoas e suas ideias. Outras, de acordo com o想了不協, o entrelaço do Brasil e do mundo, é importante que as ideias sejam compartilhadas e debatidas.

**Como serão as cidades no pós-pandemia**

Mário de Carvalho e José Alves têm ideias sobre como as cidades serão no futuro, com base no trabalho e pessoas. São necessários novos conceitos para transportar essas ideias.

**Não havia motivo para Argentina e Brasil estarem afastados, diz ex-embaixador**

Em uma entrevista com Marco Azambuja, ele fala sobre a relação entre Brasil e Argentina, que não era tão afastada.

**Amin Maalouf: ‘O mundo está sem uma bússola moral’**

Em uma entrevista com Amin Maalouf, ele fala sobre a necessidade de uma bússola moral para guiar o mundo.
Networking
Stakeholders

Federal Government

Subnational Governments

Universities

National, regional, and international Development Banks

University students

Professionals

Legislative Branch

Regulatory Agencies

National Think Tanks

Embassies and Consulates

International Think Tanks

International Academia

Multilateral Organizations

Military Schools
CEBRI integrates a wide network, aiming at the production and dissemination of high-quality content. Our trustees, fellows, and members are strategic partners in the construction of proposals and effective solutions to influence and contribute to public policy formulation and to expand Brazil’s international insertion in the global scenario.
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Partnerships

BRAZILIAN CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Institutional
About CEBRI

The Brazilian Center for International Relations (CEBRI) is an independent think tank that contributes to the construction of Brazil’s international agenda. For over twenty years, the institution has been dedicated to promoting a plural and purposeful debate on the international scene and Brazilian foreign policy.

WORK FRONTS

STRUCTURED WORK
Twelve interdisciplinary thematic Programs that promote a purposeful debate on international relations, focusing on national development and Brazil’s insertion in the global scenario.

INDEPENDENT THINKING
A non-profit, independent and non-partisan civil society institution.

QUALIFIED AND RELIABLE CONTENT
Highly qualified specialists in different areas of knowledge and with multiple views, including trustees, senior fellows, members, and partners.

INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC POLICY FORMULATION
High engagement capacity of the main representatives of the public, private and civil society sectors in all the initiatives carried out.

PUBLIC RECOGNITION
Consistently listed as one of the main think tanks in Latin America, according to the world’s leading ranking, organized by the University of Pennsylvania. In addition to being the second main think tank in South and Central America, CEBRI occupies the first regional position in the categories of environmental policy and defense and national security.
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JOIN US

Our members are strategic partners in building proposals and effective solutions to expand Brazil’s international insertion and its position in the global scenario.

Being a CEBRI member means:

- Contact with recognized experts, private sector leaders, government leaders, and policy-makers.
- Having unique networking and collaboration opportunities at restricted events and meetings.
- Having access to analyses of relevant topics, from national, regional, and global perspectives.
- Having a transversal view of emerging trends, in Brazil and the world, and anticipate opportunities and risk factors.

For more information about CEBRI membership, please contact us at institutional@cebri.org.br.

Independent thinking
since 1998